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Abstract—With the exponential increase of social media users,
cyberbullying has been emerged as a form of bullying through
electronic messages. Social networks provides a rich environment
for bullies to uses these networks as vulnerable to attacks against
victims. Given the consequences of cyberbullying on victims, it
is necessary to find suitable actions to detect and prevent it.
Machine learning can be helpful to detect language patterns of
the bullies and hence can generate a model to automatically detect
cyberbullying actions. This paper proposes a supervised machine
learning approach for detecting and preventing cyberbullying.
Several classifiers are used to train and recognize bullying actions.
The evaluation of the proposed approach on cyberbullying
dataset shows that Neural Network performs better and achieves
accuracy of 92.8% and SVM achieves 90.3. Also, NN outperforms
other classifiers of similar work on the same dataset.
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a cyberbullying dataset from kaggle which was collected and
labeled by the authors Kelly Reynolds et al. in their paper
[2]. The performance of SVM and Neural Network classifiers
are compared on both TFIDF and sentiment analysis feature
extraction methods. Furthermore, experiments were made on
different n-gram language model. 2-gram, 3-gram and 4-gram
has been taken into consideration during the evaluation of the
model produced by the classifiers. Finally, we evaluate our
proposed approach with previous related work who used the
same data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
shows several related work. Section III describes the proposed
approach. Section IV shows the experimental results and
the evaluation of the proposed approach. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper.

I NTRODUCTION

II.

With the increasing number of users on social media leads
to a new way of bullying. The later term, is defined as an
intentional or an aggressive acts which are carried out by person or groups of individuals using repeatedly communication
messages over time against a victim who cannot easily defend
him or herself [1]. Bullying has always been a part of society.
With the inception of the internet, it was only a matter of time
until bullies found their way on to this new and opportunistic
medium. Using services like email and instant messenger,
bullies became able to do their nasty deeds with anonymity
and great distance between them and their targets. According to
Cambridge dictionary the term cyberbullying is defined as the
activity of using the internet to harm or frighten another person,
especially by sending them unpleasant messages. The main
factor that separates cyberbullying from traditional bullying is
the effect that it has on the victim. Traditional bullying may
end in physical damage as well as emotional and psychological
damage, as opposed to cyberbullying, where it is all emotional
and psychological.
Given the consequences of cyberbullying on victims, it
is urgently needed to find a proper actions to detect and
hence to prevent it. One of the successful approaches that
learns from data and generates a model that automatically
classifies proper actions is machine learning. Machine learning
can be helpful to detect language patterns of the bullies and
hence can generate a model to detect cyberbullying actions.
Thus, the main contribution of this paper is to propose a
supervised machine learning approach for detecting and preventing cyberbullying. The proposed approach is evaluated on

R ELATED W ORK

There are many approaches that proposes systems which
can detect cyberbullying automatically with high accuracy.
First one is author Nandhini et al. [3] have proposed a model
that uses Naïve Bayes machine learning approach and by
their work they achieved 91% accuracy and got their dataset
from MySpace.com, and then they proposed another model [4]
Naïve Bayes classifier and genetic operations (FuzGen) and
they achieved 87% accuracy. Another approach by Romsaiyud
et al. [5] they enhanced the Naïve Bayes classifier for extracting the words and examining loaded pattern clustering and
by this approach they achieved 95.79% accuracy on datasets
from Slashdot, Kongregate, and MySpace. However, they have
a problem that the cluster processes doesn’t work in parallel.
Moreover, in the approach proposed by Bunchanan et al. [6]
they used War of Tanks game chat to get their dataset and
manually classified them and then compared them to simple
Naïve classification that uses sentiment analysis as a feature,
their results were poor when compared to the manually classified results. Furthermore, Isa et al. [7] proposed an approach
after getting their dataset from kaggle they used two classifier
Naïve Bayes and SVM. The Naïve Bayes classifier yielded
average accuracy of 92.81% while SVM with poly kernel
yielded accuracy of 97.11%, but they did not mention their
training or testing size of the dataset, so the results may not
be credible. Another Approach by Dinakar et al. [8] that aimed
to detect explicit bullying language pertaining to (1) Sexuality,
(2) Race & Culture and (3) intelligence, they acquired their
dataset from YouTube comment section. After applying SVM
and Naïve Bayes classifiers, SVM yielded accuracy of 66%
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and Naïve Bayes 63%. Moving on to Di Capua et al. [9], they
proposed a new way for cyberbullying detection by adopting an
unsupervised approach, they used the classifiers inconsistently
over their dataset, applying SVM on FormSpring and achieving
67% on recall, applying GHSOM on YouTube and achieving
60% precision, 69% accuracy and 94% recall, applying Naïve
Bayes on Twitter and achieving 67% accuracy. Additionally,
Haidar et al. [10] proposed a model to detect cyberbullying but
using Arabic language they used Naïve Bayes and achieved
90.85% precision and SVM achieved 94.1% as precision but
they have high rate of false positive also the are work on Arabic
language.
Another type of approaches using Deep Learning and
Neural Networks. One of the proposed methods is Zhang
et al. [11] in their paper uses novel pronunciation based
convolution neural network (PCNN), thereby alleviating the
problem of noise and bullying data sparsity to overcome
class imbalance. 1313 messages from twitter, 13,000 messages
from formspring.me. Accuracy of the twitter dataset wasn’t
calculated due to it being imbalanced. While Achieving 56%
on precision, 78% recall and 96% accuracy, while achieving
high accuracy their dataset was unbalanced, so that gives false
results and that reflects in precision score which is 56%. The
authors Nobata et al. [12] showed that using abusive language
has increased recently, They used a framework called Vowpal
wabbit for classification, and they also developed a supervised
classification methodology with NLP features that outperform
deep learning approach, The F-Score reached 0.817 using
dataset collected from comments posted on Yahoo News and
Finance.
Zhao et al. [13] proposed framework specific for cyberbullying detection, they used word embedding that makes a list
of pre-defined insulting words and assign weights to obtain
bullying features, they used SVM as their main classifier and
got recall of 79.4%. Then another approach was proposed by
Parime et al. [14] they got their dataset from MySpace and
manually marked them and they used the SVM Classifier for
the classification. Moreover, Chen et al. [15] proposed a new
feature extraction method called Lexical Syntactic Feature and
SVM as their classifier and they achieved 77.9% precision
and 77.8% recall. Furthermore, Ting et al. [16] proposed a
technique based on SNM, they collected their data from social
media and then used SNA measurements and sentiments as
features. Seven experiments were made and they achieved
around 97% precision and 71% as recall. Furthermore, Harsh
Dani et al. [17] introduced a new framework called SICD, they
used KNN for classification. Finally, they achieved 0.6105 F1
score and 0.7539 AUC score.
SVM classifier was one of the approaches used in the research papers. Dadvar et al. [18][19][20][21] have constructed
in the first and second paper a Support Vector Machine classifier using WEKA, their dataset was collected from Myspace.
They achieved 43% on precision, 16% in recall and they didn’t
mention the accuracy, the only difference between the two papers is that they used gender information in classification in the
second paper. Moreover, in their second paper 4626 comments
from 3858 distinct users were collected. The comments were
manually labelled as bullying (9.7%) and non-bullying (interannotator agreement 93%). SVM classifier was applied by
them and were able to reach results of up to 78% on precision

and 55% on recall. Finally, in their third paper they applied
3 models for their dataset gathered from YouTube comment
section: Multi-Criteria Evaluation Systems (MCES), machine
learning: (Naïve Bayes classifier, decision tree, SVM), Hybrid
approach. The MCES score 72% on accuracy, while Naïve
Bayes scored the highest out of the three with 66%. Moving
on to another author, Potha et al. [22] have also used the
SVM approach and achieved 49.8% result on accuracy. While
Chavan et al. [23] used two classifiers: logistic regression and
support vector machine. The logistic regression achieved 73.76
accuracy and 60% recall and 64.4% Precision. While for the
support vector machine they achieved 77.65% accuracy and
58% recall and 70% precision’s and they got their dataset from
Kaggle.
III.

P ROPOSED A PPROACH

The proposed approach, as seen in Fig. 1, contains three
main steps: Preprocessing, features extraction and classification step. In the preprocessing step we clean the data by
removing the noise and unnecessary text. The preprocessing
step is done in the following:
-

Tokenization: In this part we take the text as sentences
or whole paragraphs and then output the entered text
as separated words in a list.

-

Lowering text: This takes the list of words that got
out of the tokenization and then lower all the letters
Like: ’THIS IS AWESOME’ is going to be ’this is
awesome’.

-

Stop words and encoding cleaning: This is an essential
part of the preprocessing where we clean the text from
those stop words and encoding characters like \n or \t
which do not provide a meaningful information to the
classifiers.

-

Word Correction: In this part we used Microsoft Bing
word correction API [24] that takes a word and then
return a JSON object with the most similar words
and the distance between these words and the original
word.

Fig. 1.

Proposed Approach
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The second step of the proposed Model is the features
extraction step. In this step the textual data is transformed
into a suitable format applicable to feed into machine learning
algorithms. First we extract the features of the input data using
TFIDF[25] as and put them in a features list. The key idea of
TFIDF is that it works on the text and get the weights of the
words with respect to the document or sentence. In Addition
to TFIDF, we use sentiment analysis technique[26] to extract
the polarity of the sentences and add them as a feature into the
features list containing the TFIDF features. The polarity of the
sentences means that if the sentence is classified as positive
or negative. For that purpose we extract the polarity using
Text Blob library[27] which is a pre-trained model on movie
reviews. In addition to the feature extraction using TFIDF and
sentiment polarity extraction, the propose approach uses NGram[28] to consider the different combinations of the words
during evaluation of the model. Particularly, we use used 2Gram, 3-Gram and 4-Gram.
The last step in the proposed approach is the classification
step where the extracted features are fed into a classification
algorithm to train, and test the classifier and hence use it in
the prediction phase. We used two classifiers, namely, SVM
(Support Vector Machine) and Neural Network. The neural
network contains three layers: Input, hidden, output layer. In
the input layer, it consists of 128 nodes. In the hidden layer,
it contains 64 neurons. The output layer is a Boolean output.
Generally, the evaluation of classifiers is done using several
evaluation matrices depends on the confusion matrix. Among
of those criteria are Accuracy, precision, recall and f-score.
They are calculated according to the following equations:
Accuracy =

T P +T N
T P +T N +F P +F N

(1)

TP
T P +F P

(2)

P recision =

Recall =
F − Score =

TP
T P +F N

2∗precision∗recall
precision+recall

TABLE I.

S TATISTICS OF THE DATASET

Total number of Conversations
Number of cyberbullying
Number of non-Cyberbullying
Number of distinct words
Number of token
Maximum Conversation size
Minimum Conversation size

1608
804
804
5628
48843
773 Characters
59 Characters

B. Results
After preprocessing the dataset, we follow the same step
presented in Section III to extract the features. We then split
the dataset into ratios (0.8,0.2) for train and test. Accuracy,
recall and precision, and f-score are taken as a performance
measure to evaluate the classifiers. We apply SVM as well
as Neural Network (NN) as they are among the best performance classifiers in the literature. We run several experiments
on different n-gram language model. In Particular, we take
into consideration 2-gram, 3-gram, and 4-gram during the
evaluation of the model produced by the classifiers. Table II
summarizes the accuracy of both SVM and NN. The SVM
classifier achieved the highest percentage using 4-Gram with
accuracy 90.3% while the NN achieved highest accuracy using
3-Gram with accuracy 92.8%. It is found that the average
accuracy of all n-gram models of NN achieves 91.76%, while
the average accuracy of all n-gram models of SVM achieves
89.87%. Fig. 2 depicts the accuracy results of both classifiers.

(3)
TABLE II.

(4)

Where TP represents the number of true positive, TN
represents the number of true negatives, FP represents the
number of false positives, and FN represents the number of
false negatives classes.

T HE ACCURACY OF SVM AND NN IN D IFFERENT
LANGUAGE M ODEL

Classifier
SVM
Neural Network

2-Gram
89.42%
90.9%

3-Gram
89.9%
92.8%

4-Gram
90.3%
91.6%

Average
89.87%
91.76%

Accuracy
94

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

This section describes the experimental results on the
proposed approach. We evaluate the proposed approach on
the cyberbullying dataset from kaggle. In the following we
describes the Data and the results.

92.8

percentage (%)

IV.

cyberbullying or not. The annotation classes were unbalanced
distributed such that 1038 question-answering instances out of
12773 belongs to the class cyberbullying, while 11735 belongs
to the other class. First, to remedy the data unbalancing, we
take the same number instances of both classes to measure the
accuracy. We also removed from the data big size conversations
and remove the noisy data. We ended up with total 1608
instance conversations where 804 instances belongs to each
class. Table I summarizes the statistics of dataset.

92

91.6
90.9
90.3
89.9

90

89.42

A. Data Description
We have used cyberbullying dataset from Kaggle which
was collected and labeled by the authors Kelly Reynolds et al.
in their paper [2]. This dataset contains in general 12773 conversations messages collected from Formspring. The dataset
contains questions and their answers annotated with either

88
Neural Networks
2-Gram

SVM
3-Gram

4-Gram

Fig. 2. Comparison between SVM and Neural Network in Terms of Accuracy
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In addition to accuracy, Table III and Table IV show the
evaluations of both classifiers in terms of precision and recall
respectively for each language model. The trade-off between
recall and precision is shown in Table V which represents the fscore of both classifiers in the different language model. Table
V summarizes the f-score of both SVM and NN. The SVM
classifier achieved the highest f-measure using 4-Gram with
f-score 90.3% while the NN achieved highest f-measure using
2-Gram with f-score 92.2%. It is found that the average f-score
of all n-gram models of NN achieves 91.9%, while the average
f-score of all n-gram models of SVM achieves 89.8%. Fig. 3
summarizes the f-score of the classification of the SVM and
Neural Network. The results of average accuracy as well as the
average f-score indicate that NN performs better than SVM.
TABLE III.
Classifier
SVM
Neural Network

In addition to the previous experiments, we evaluate and
compare our classifiers on the proposed approach with the
work of [23]. In this work, they used logistic regression and
SVM for classification and used the same data. Moreover, we
have calculated the average accuracy, recall, precision and Fscore of our two classifiers. The summary of results is shown
in Table VI. To compare the work, it is found that our proposed
NN model outperforms all other classifiers and is ranked as
the best results in terms of average accuracy and F-Score
achieving accuracy 91.76% and f-score 91.9%. In Fig. 4 we are
comparing between our best classifier with their best classifier
in case of accuracy. Finally, here in Fig. 5 we are comparing
between our best classifier with their best classifier in case of
F-Measure.
TABLE VI.

R ECALL OF SVM AND NN

2-Gram
89.42%
91.6%

3-Gram
90.3%
91.5%

4-Gram
90.8%
92%

Average
90.1%
91.7%

Vikas S Chavan
Current Results

TABLE IV.
Classifier
SVM
Neural Network

P RECISION OF SVM AND NN

2-Gram
89.42%
93%

3-Gram
89.5%
92.5%

4-Gram
90%
91.7%

C OMPARISON WITH R ELATED W ORK

Classifier
Logistic regression
SVM
Neural Network
SVM

Avg. Accuracy
73.76
77.65%
91.76%
89.87%

Average
89.6%
92.4%

Avg. Recall
61.47%
58.29%
91.7%
90.1%

Avg. Precision
64.4%
70.29%
92.4%
89.6%

Avg. F-Score
62.9%
63.7%
91.9%
89.8%

Average Accuracy

95
Classifier
SVM
Neural Network

F- SCORE OF SVM AND NN

2-Gram
89.42%
92.2%

3-Gram
89.8%
91.9%

4-Gram
90.3%
91.8%

91.76
Average
89.8%
91.9%

F-Measure

percentage (%)

TABLE V.

92.2

f-score (%)

85
80

77.65

75

93
92

90

91.9 91.8

Neural Networks

SVM

91
90.3

Fig. 4.

Comparison between the Best Classifiers in Terms of Accuracy

89.8

90
89.42
89

Average F-Measure

2-Gram

100

SVM
3-Gram

91.9

4-Gram

90

Fig. 3. Comparison between SVM and Neural Network in Terms of FMeasure

f-score (%)

Neural Networks

80
70
63.7
60
50
Neural Networks

Fig. 5.

SVM

Comparison between the Best Classifiers in Terms of F-Measure
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V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed an approach to detect cyberbullying using machine learning techniques. We evaluated our
model on two classifiers SVM and Neural Network and we
used TFIDF and sentiment analysis algorithms for features extraction. The classifications were evaluated on different n-gram
language models. We achieved 92.8% accuracy using Neural
Network with 3-grams and 90.3% accuracy using SVM with 4grams while using both TFIDF and sentiment analysis together.
We found that our Neural Network performed better than the
SVM classifier as it also achieves average f-score 91.9% while
the SVM achieves average f-score 89.8%. Furthermore, we
compared our work with another related work that used the
same dataset, finding that our Neural Network outperformed
their classifiers in terms of accuracy and f-score. By achieving
this accuracy, our work is definitely going to improve cyberbullying detection to help people to use social media safely.
However, detecting cyberbullying pattern is limited by the size
of training data. Thus, a larger cyberbullying data is needed to
improve the performance. Hence, deep learning techniques will
be suitable in the larger data as they are proven to outperform
machine learning approaches over larger size data.
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